Video List

NOTE: You must be an AACA Region or Chapter President to place a film or video order.

Instructions For Using AACA Videos

All videos in the AACA Video Center are VHS. A video will be mailed postpaid by AACA National Headquarters to the president of any recognized AACA Region or Chapter or to the program chairman at the direction of the president. All requests must be made by the president four (4) weeks prior and include show date. Film/Video request forms are available from AACA National Headquarters. A video must be returned next mailing day after show date. Failure to do so may result in suspension of ordering privileges. If the video is damaged during use, report such damages on the card enclosed with the video. Rewind video before returning. CAUTION: Due to copyrights and regulations on the AACA Video Center, no admission charge or fund raising projects may be made when showing any of the AACA videos. When returning video to AACA National Headquarters, insure each video for a minimum of $100.00. If using United Parcel Service to return video, $100.00 insurance is automatically included.

1. THE FIRST GLIDDEN TOUR OF 1905, Silent (Also available on film, #17), THE SPEED KINGS, a 1913 comedy, Sound (Also available on film, #91), and HURRY, HURRY, a 1940 W.C Fields film, Sound 30 Min. (Also available on film, #68)
2. EARLY AMERICAN AUTO RACING 1930 to 1956. Sound (Also available on film, #180); and DEVIL DRIVERS, early auto racing, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #132)
3. LEST WE FORGET, Sound (Also available on film, #5), and 1954 ENGLISH/AMERICAN ANTIQUE CAR RALLY, Sound 30 Min. (Also available on film, #6)
4. KID SPEED, Silent, (Also available on film, #163); and AUTO MECHANIC, Wait Disney Cartoon, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #143)
5. ANTIQUE AUTOS ON PARADE 19001 to 1904 B&W, Silent, 25 Min. (Also available on film, #41)
6. TWO TARS B&W, Silent, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #51)
7. BACK IN TIME IN ’89 AACA National Fall Meet 1989 (Hershey) 35 Min.
8. 1988 GLIDDEN TOUR Grand Rapids, MI VMCCA, 1 Hr. 35 Min.
9. 1990 AACA RELIABILITY TOUR Burnsville, MN
10. AACA NATIONAL FALL MEET 1990 (Hershey), 30 Min.
11. THE ROMANCE OF RESTORATION CLASSIC CARS REBORN 18 Min. Donated by White Post Restorations
13. 1963 GLIDDEN TOUR Finger Lakes of New York State Filmed in Newark, NY
14. AUTO BODY REPAIR BASIC METAL STRAIGHTENING TECHNIQUES By Vern Phillips, 30 Min. Donated by Hershey Region AACA
15. AUTO BODY REPAIR THE STECK PULLROD PROCESS By Vern Phillips, 30 Min. Donated by Hershey Region AACA
16. THE SIGNS & RHYMES OF BURMASHAVE 60 Min.
17. 1991 AACA ANNUAL GRAND NATIONAL MEET 45 Min.
18. FORD AND THE AMERICAN DREAM 50 Min.
19. HEARTBEAT OF THE WORLD AACA National Fall Meet 1991 (Hershey) 30 Min.
20. HISTORIC MOTORCAR JOURNAL AuburnCordDuesenberg Museum  28 Min.
21. LONDONBRIGHTON TOUR  November 1990, by Chuck Conrad, Color, Sound
22. THE STORY OF MUSTANG  30 Min.
23. THE STORY OF CORVETTE  30 Min.
24. WHEELS THE JOY OF CARS  54 Min.
25. 1991 GLIDDEN TOUR  Seven Springs, PA AACA  1 Hr. 30 Min.
26. RICHARD PETTY THE LEGEND  19581992 (Volume I & II)  2 HR. 12 MIN.
27. 1964 AACA GETTYSBURG SPRING MEET  Silent, 12 Min.
28. THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE AUTOMOBILE  Color, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #176)
29. MATCHING THE HARD ONES  Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #174)
30. MINNESOTA REGION JUDGING MEET, Rochester, MN, June 1991  30 Min. Donated by John Rivers Minnesota Region
31. MINNESOTA REGION PIONEER CHAPTER TOUR  June 1991  25 Min. Donated by John Rivers Minnesota Region
32. DON'T PARK THERE  B&W. Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #134)
33. CAR COMMERCIALS OF THE 1950's  2 Hrs.
34. BLOW YOUR HORN  Color, Sound, 45 Min. (Also available on film, #29)
35. 35-1. AUTOBIOGRAPHY  B&W, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #43)
35-2. GOGGLES AND GAUNTLETS  Color, Sound, 15 Min. (Also available on film, #4)
36. THE STOLEN JOOLS  B&W, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #171)
37. TOWED INTO A HOLE  B&W, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #156)
38. THRU A REARVIEW MIRROR  Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #10)
39. 1973 INDIANAPOLIS 500 RACE (GENERATIONS IN SPEED)  Color, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #188)
40. THE FIRST INDIANAPOLIS 500  B&W, Silent, 12 Min. (Also available on film, #18)
41-2. BEYOND A PROMISE  B&W, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #151)
42. 42-1. GENEVIEVE  A comedy about two friendly rivals who engage in a race of their own on the way back from the Brighton Veteran Car Rally.  Color, Sound, 86 Min.
42-2. HISTORY ON WHEELS  B&W, Sound, 15 Min. (Also available on film, #42)
43. 43-1. MEMORIES AND YOU IN '92 AACA National Fall Meet 1992 (Hershey)  38 Min.
43-2. HOG WILD  B&W, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #83)
44. 44-1. 1992 RELIABILITY TOUR  Houghton Lake MI August 1621
44-2. MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG  B&W, Sound 55 Min. (Also available on film, #44)
45. 1909 AUTO RACE  Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #32)
46. THE CHANGING ARCHITECTURE OF THE AUTOMOBILE BODY  Color, Sound, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #98)
47. FLIGHT OF THE ARROW  B&W, Sound, 45 Min. (Also available on film, #101)
48. BEFORE YOU SPRAY  Color, Sound, 15 Min. (Also available on film, #175)
49. STYLING AND THE EXPERIMENTAL CAR  Color, Sound 20 Min. (Also available on film, #49)
50. AUTO INTOXICATION  B&W, Sound. 15 Min. (Also available on film, #75)
51. THE AMERICAN ROAD  B&W, Sound, 40 Min. (Also available on film, #31)
52. FIRST MOVIES OF AACA MEETS  Color, Silent, 20Min. (Also available on film, #38)
53. THE ’49 FORD IN YOUR FUTURE  Video includes fascinating manufacture and assembly operations, plus all passenger models and the car's debut at the Detroit Auto Show. Color (some B&W), 43 Min.
54. FORD CLASSICS OF THE FIFTIES  1956 MARK 11, 1957 Retractable, and 1958 Edsel star in this edit of the original files that introduced them.  60 Min.
55. THE 1950-51 FORDS  A compilation of all 195051 Ford films that appeared in the Ford Show Quarterly  60 Min.
56. THE 1953-54 FORDS  An edit of company films about now cars are produced and 50th Anniversary plans. Includes a lively series of TV commercials and a great 1954 tour of Rotunda and Rouge assembly lines.  60 Min.
57. THE 1955-56 FORDS  Highlights production in 1955, followed by a collection of 1955-56 Ford Car TV commercials. Includes race track scenes, classy showroom cars.  60 Min.
59. THE 1957-59 FORDS  Series of company film clips and TV ads. 60 Min.
60. GETTING STARTED/BACK ON TRACK  Restoration video, Vol. 1
61. CHASSIS & RUNNING &EAR  Restoration video, Vol. 2
62. PATCHWORK & METAL FINISHING  Restoration video, Vol. 3
63. LEADWORK & PLASTIC FILLERS  Restoration video, Vol. 4
64. PAINTING & WOOD GRAINING  Restoration video, Vol. 5
65. METAL TRIM & CHROME PREPARATION  Restoration video, Vol. 6
66. THE LONG, LONG TRAILER  Lucille Ball and DESI Arnaz hit every hilarious pothole on the road to marital bliss when they take their honeymoon in "The Long, Long Trailer  97 Min. Donation from Roland Dunkelberger
67. HISTORY OF THE MOTOR CAR
   Part I  THE DAWN OF MOTORING  Covers the evolution of the motor car from the invention of the wheel until 1895. Wind machines, steam carriages, gas engines and bicycles all form part of a story which includes the experimental vehicles of & Benz.
   Part II  THE VETERANS  This tells the story of the development of the motor car between 1895 and 1914.  60 Min.
68. HISTORY OF THE MOTOR CAR
   Part III  THE VINTAGE YEARS  This continues the story after World War I and through the Twenties. This was the age of the Bugatti, of flamboyant Fiats and supercharged Mercedes, of Alpha Romeos and three litre Bentleys.
   Part IV  THE THIRTIES "THE Thirties" covers the age when cars were at their most exotic. This was the time of the Cord, the Duesenberg, the Daimler Straight Eight, the V12 Pierce Silver Arrow and V16 Cadillac. It was also the time when Ford introduced the V8 for people of lesser means.  60 Min.
69. HISTORY OF THE MOTOR CAR
Part V CARS, CARS AND MORE CARS This episode covers the Forties and Fifties. Some of the cars shown include the Healey, the Mark Seven Jaguar, the Studebaker and the Ford Thunderbird.
Part VI THE YEARS OF PLENTY This final episode tells the story of the automobile during the Sixties and Seventies. Included are many of the popular cars of the period, some of the expensive and less wellknown and a number of designer's dream cars. 60 Min.

70. 1993 GLIDDEN TOUR A hub tour in southern Delaware, the lower eastern shore of Maryland and the eastern shore of Virginia. Includes vehicles through 1935. Sept. 1924, 1993. Approx. 60 Min.

71. SEVENTH ANNUAL NEW LONDONNEW BRIGHTON Antique car run. August 2528, 1993 59 min.

72. PIONEER CHAPTER/MN REGION 2 DAY TOUR Duluth, MN June 26 & 27, 1 993 27 min.

73. MINNESOTA REGION JUDGING MEET St. James, MN June 5, 1993 34 min.

74. CHICAGO TO EVANSTON RACE Color, Silent, 20 min. (Also available on film, #146)

75. CONCOURS D'ELEGANCE OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES Fabulous Cars of Famous PEOPLE THE 3rd annual Concours d'Elegance features a display of 85 rare automobiles owned by such celebrities as Rudolf Valentino, Woodrow Wilson and Tony Curtis. The event takes place in 1992 on the grounds of the Penn State, Berks campus in Reading, PA. 50 Min.

76. OXY FUEL SAFETY IT'S UP TO YOU Sound, Color, 30 Min.

77. SAFETY IN OXYFUEL WELDING 30 Min.

78. 1948 GLIDDEN TOUR Color, Silent, 25 Min. (Also available on film, #1)

79. 1951 GLIDDEN TOUR B&W, Sound, 10 Min. (Also available on film, #2)

80. MAKE WAY FOR YESTERDAY Color, Sound, 40 Min. (Also available on film, #3)

81. HEY! GET A HORSE! Color, Silent, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #7)

82. 1956 VMCCA GLIDDEN TOUR AT FRENCH LICK INC. Color, Silent, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #8)

83. 1957 GLIDDEN TOUR FROM ROANOKE VA TO HERSHEY Color, Silent, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #9)

84. ORMOND BEACH ANTIQUE CAR SHOW Color, Sound, 12 Min. (Also available on film, #11)

85. TOURING ROUND TAHOE Color, Sound, 35 Min. (Also available on film, #12)

86. 1958 VMCCA GLIDDEN TOUR IN NEW ENGLAND Color, Silent, 45 Min. (Also available on film, #13)

87. 1959 GLIDDEN TOUR FROM CINCINNATI TO DETROIT Color, Silent, 60 Min. (Also available on film, #14)

88. 1959 LONDON TO BRIGHTON ENTRY Color, Silent, 15 Min. (Also available on film, #15)

89. 1960 LONDONBRIGHTON RUN Color, Silent, 15 Min. (Also available on film, #16)

90. 1959 SCOTTISH VETERAN CAR RALLY Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #19)

91. AACA EUROPEAN TRIP & BRIGHTON RUN Color, Silent, 30 Min. (Also available on film, #20)

92. 1994 VMCCA GLIDDEN TOUR, KERRVILLE TX Color, Sound, 55 Min, Video by Chuck Conrad

93. 1994 LONDON TO BRIGHTON RUN Color, Sound, 35 Min, video by Chuck Conrad.

94. 1967 GLIDDEN TOUR Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #36)
95. THE MAGIC OF A SHADOW Color, Sound, 20 Min. (Also available on film, #191)
96. FORD DIESEL POWER DRIVE In the winter of 1992, Ford Heavy Truck invited a group of people to put its new midrange diesel engines to the test. 15:31 Min.
97. MANUFACTURING THE NEW FORD DIESELS AN INTERVIEW WITH THE PLANT MANAGER Ford's new FD1460 and FD1060 engines are built at Consolidated Diesel Co. in North Carolina. This video takes viewers inside the plant to visit with its manager 10:37 Min.
98. THE NEW FORD DIESELS SALES AND MARKETING STRATEGY 40 Min.
99. FORD HEAVY TRUCK MEDIUM/HEAVY MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 30 Min.
100. FORD HEAVY TRUCK CLASS 8 MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 22 Min.
101. HERSHEY AND MORE IN '94 1994 Eastern Division AACA National Fall Meet in Hershey PA 56 Min.
102. AACA REGIONS' OFFICER'S TRAINING With Jeff Locke, directed by Chuck Conrad
103. 1994 NATIONAL RELIABILITY TOUR July 24-29, 1994 in Charlotte, North Carolina
104. THE 30TH INTERNATIONAL STUDEBAKER DRIVERS CLUB MEET To commemorate its 30th year of International Meets, The Studebaker Drivers Club gathered in Bloomington, MN. This tape chronicles the 30th S.D.C.. Meet in a wonderfully entertaining style, . . . not just for Studebaker enthusiasts, but for the delight of anyone with a passion for the automobile and truck. 52 Min.
105. AUBURN, CORD, DUESENBERG The Cars ’The History ’ The Owners * The Festival ’The Museum 56 Min.
106. HENRY FORD Biography This video looks at the driving forces of this dynamic industrialist, philanthropist and automotive autocrat. 50 Min.
107. THE 1995 GREAT NORTH AMERICAN RACE An ESPN Special Approx. 45 Min.
108. 1995 GLIDDEN TOUR The 50th Glidden Tour hosted by the Pottstown Region AACA. Headquartered in Reading PA, the tour traveled to different locations in Berks and Lancaster County as well as Valley Forge National Park. Sept.1722, 1995
109. KEEPING THE HOBBY ALIVE IN ’95 1995 Eastern Division AACA National Fall Meet in Hershey PA 43 Min.
110. THE THREE POINTED STAR - color, sound 35 minutes (Also available on film, #21)
111. 1964 GLIDDEN TOUR - B&W, Sound 30 minutes (Also available on film, #22)
112. BEAUTY IN TRUST - color, sound 20 minutes (Also available on film, #23)
113. QUALITY WALKS ON TWO LEGS - A GM Chevy division training film made in 1960
114. THE CARS IN YOUR LIFE - A Canadian film perspective of automotive history
115. THE OSHAWA KID - The story of the Canadian produced McLaughlin Buicks. (Very high quality and production standards)
116. 1996 AACA RELIABILITY TOUR - Hosted by Kyana Region
117. ROADSTERS, RUMBLESEATS & COUNTRY DRIVES - a 54 minute history of early American automotive history.
118. HORSES TO HORSEPOWER - B&W, Sound, 60 Minutes (Also available on film, #33)
119. GADGETS GALORE - B&W Sound, 12 minutes (Also available on film, #40)
120. OUR OLD CAR - B&W, Sound, 12 minutes (Also available on film, #45)
121. HAVE BADGE, WILL CHASE - Comedy, B&W Sound, 10 minutes (Also available on film, #63)
122. THE GREAT CHASE - B&W, Sound, 8 minutes (Also available on film, #72)
123. THE MUSIC BOX - Laurel & Hardy Comedy, B&W, Sound, 35 minutes (Also available on film, #78)
124. BUSY BODIES - Laurel & Hardy Comedy B&W, Sound, 20 Minutes (Also available on film, #80)
125. AACA 1993 FOUNDERS TOUR, sponsored by the Scranton Region (Also available on film, #191)
126. HERSHEY, SIMPLY THE GREATEST - Documentary of the largest antique car show and swap meet in the world. Color, 52 minutes
127. 1996 GLIDDEN TOUR - The 50th Annual Glidden Tour and Chrome Glidden tour, hosted by VMCCA. Video produced by Chuck Conrad.
129. HOLLYWOOD OR BUST - 1930's travel comedy - B&W, Sound, 10 minutes (Also available on film, #92)
130. ALKALI IKE'S AUTO - Comedy, B&W, Silent 20 minutes (Also available on film, #94)
131. ON THE WRONG TRACK - Comedy, B&W, Sound, 20 minutes (Also available on film, #95)
132. SUPER-HOOPER-DYNE-LIZZIES - 1920's Comedy featuring "Radioactive" Model T Fords, B&W Silent, 25 minutes (Also available on film, #96)
133. THE “TOUR KENTUCKY” TOUR - Color, Sound, 25 minutes (Also available on film, #97)
134. PERFECT DAY - B&W, Sound, 20 minutes (Also available on film, #99)
135. 1975 GLIDDEN TOUR - Canandaigua, New York - Color, Sound, 24 minutes
136. WHEELS AROUND THE WORLD - 1997 Eastern Division AACA National Met in Hershey 39 minutes, color, sound
137. 1971 AACA GLIDDEN TOUR - Color, Sound, 1 hour (Also available on film, #137)
138. SKYLARKING SOUND - 12 minutes (Also available on film, #138)
139. TAKE THE NEXT CAR - B&W, Sound 12 minutes (Also available on film, #139)
140. "GASALOONS" - Comedy, B&W, Sound, 20 minutes (Also available on film, #140)